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INTRODUCTION
Among more than 6 million screening colonoscopies per-

formed annually in the United States, up to one-third may

represent potential overuse.1,2 Colorectal cancer (CRC)

screening overuse is defined as screening in specific clinical

scenarios that provide no net benefit to individuals, such as

screening too frequently or outside the age of eligibility.3-5

Colonoscopy overuse is an important problem because it

can cause direct patient harm (eg, 0.3% complication rate

leading to hospitalization or death), raise health care costs,

and reduce availability of appropriate endoscopy for other

individuals.3,6,7 Minimizing inappropriate colonoscopies

will expand access to high-value screening, which is partic-

ularly salient in light of new US Preventative Services Task

Force (USPSTF) guidelines that recommend all individuals

age 45-49 engage in CRC screening in addition to individuals

ages 50-75.8,9

Despite its known harms, screening colonoscopy overuse

persists in part because health systems do not routinely
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measure it.5,10,11 Most existing performance metrics focus

on health care underutilization, which can incentivize pro-

viders to order more screening tests to earn revenue for

each service and to earn bonuses from pay-for-performance

programs.3,5,10,12 Although electronic health record (EHR)-

based performance measures have been used to measure

CRC screening overuse, they have been primarily devel-

oped and tested in the Veterans Health Administration

(VA) where no fee-for-service payment incentive to over-

use tests exists.13-18 In this context, we aimed to develop an

electronic measure (e-measure) of screening colonoscopy

overuse at a large, nonfederal academic medical center to

inform future quality improvement interventions that aim

to increase appropriate use of colonoscopy and promote

high-value care.
METHODS

Study Setting and E-Measure Design
UCLA Health is a large, urban academic health system with

more than 408,000 primary care patients, 81 primary care

clinics, and 5 outpatient endoscopy units. We used a previ-

ously applied approach to develop an e-measure of screen-

ing colonoscopy overuse.13 Our measure uses a 2-step

process to identify screening colonoscopy overuse among

colonoscopies ordered for any indication. First, the e-mea-

sure uses ICD-9, ICD-10, and CPT codes (Appendix A,

available online) and EHR data elements to identify aver-

age-risk screening colonoscopies by excluding those per-

formed for nonscreening indications, such as diagnostic
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Figure 1 Electronic measure (e-measure) 2-step algorithm to identify overuse of average risk screening colonoscopies

among colonoscopies ordered for any indication in our health system.
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procedures or surveillance colonoscopies for patients with

prior colorectal polyps or CRC (Figure 1, Step 1). Second,

the measure identifies possible or probable overuse of

screening colonoscopy within this population using a dis-

crete set of inclusion criteria (Figure 1, Step 2). The remain-

ing colonoscopies are labeled as appropriate screening.
E-Measure Development and Validation
To develop and test the e-measure, we used data for all

colonoscopies ordered across our health system between

January 1, 2018, and December 31, 2018 (N = 24,442). The

final e-measure categorized each colonoscopy as either 1) a

nonscreening procedure (esophagogastroduodenoscopy

[EGD] co-referral, symptomatic/diagnostic procedure,

high-risk screening, high-value diagnostic procedure, or

inpatient procedure), 2) appropriate screening, or 3) screen-

ing overuse. Screening overuse was defined as meeting cri-

teria for possible or probable overuse (Figure 1, Step 2). Per

USPSTF guidelines at the time, CRC screening was indi-

cated in individuals ages 50 to 75; screening in people ages

76-85 was individualized based on life expectancy, and we

accordingly labeled this population “possible overuse” to

reflect uncertainty or possibility that these colonoscopies

may actually be appropriate screening.8

Based on methods from our prior work, we selected a

stratified random subset of cases from each of these 3 cate-

gories (appropriate screening, screening overuse, nonscre-

ening procedure) at an approximate ratio of 1:2:3 to

develop a cohort of 400 colonoscopies and performed a val-

idation study using manual chart abstraction as the gold

standard.19 This sampling strategy allowed for sufficient

sample sizes of each e-measure output such that rarer sub-

groups (eg, screening overuse, inpatient or high-value diag-

nostic nonscreening procedures) were adequately sampled

to obtain statistical power to assess performance for each

category and improve the estimate of diagnostic accuracy

for overuse. Although this artificial oversampling of certain

categories allowed for efficient e-measure development and
validation, it may be less effective for estimating population

prevalence of overuse.

Supervised by a board-certified gastroenterologist, man-

ual chart review was performed by 4 internal medicine phy-

sician abstractors (CS, JG, MM, SK) who first reviewed 10

test cases and came to 100% inter-rater agreement through

discussion. Data for the entire cohort were then collected

using a standardized chart abstraction tool. After data col-

lection, one expert abstractor (CS) performed data quality

checks on 10 random charts from each abstractor’s data set

and reviewed all discrepancies between the e-measure and

manual categorization; discrepancies were resolved in dis-

cussion, which was supervised by a board-certified gastro-

enterologist.
Data Analysis
After development of the final e-measure, our primary aim

was to determine the sensitivity and specificity (referred to

as “unadjusted” performance) of the e-measure to 1) iden-

tify average-risk CRC screening cases among colonosco-

pies ordered for any indication (step 1), and 2) identify

overuse of screening colonoscopies among all colonosco-

pies ordered (step 2). As overuse cases were oversampled

in our validation cohort to improve e-measure development,

we then used an inverse-probability weighting based esti-

mator of agreement statistics to adjust these results for our

sampling strategy to estimate performance of the measure

in a completely random sample (referred to as “adjusted”

performance).20 Our discussion focuses on adjusted perfor-

mance results, which allow for more reliable estimates of

overuse at the population level. We then determined the fre-

quency of each type of error made by the e-measure to

quantify its test characteristics. For overuse cases, we deter-

mined the frequencies for underlying reasons for overuse.

Finally, we used the e-measure to estimate frequency of

screening colonoscopy overuse across our entire health sys-

tem, by patient characteristics and by primary care clinic,

using x2 tests or Fisher exact tests for comparisons.19
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Table 1 E-Measure Performance to Identify Screening Colonos-
copy Overuse in the Validation Cohort, N = 400 colonoscopies
ordered for any indication.

E-measure Algorithm Sensitivity Specificity

Step 1: Identification of average-
risk screening colonoscopies
Unadjusted performance*
Adjusted performancey

97.6% 70.4%
97.1% 87.8%

Step 2: Identification of overuse
of average-risk screening
colonoscopiesz

Unadjusted performance*
Adjusted performancey

93.2% 78.6%
48.7% 97.4%

*Performance of the e-measure to identify screening colonoscopy

overuse in the stratified random validation cohort.

yPerformance of the e-measure to identify screening colonoscopy

overuse in the overall population, using inverse-probability weighting

to adjust for sampling strategy used to develop the validation cohort

(eg, oversampling of overuse cases).

zThese test characteristics represent the overall performance of the

measure, N = 400.
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RESULTS

E-Measure Validation Cohort
Within the stratified random validation cohort (n = 400),

screening colonoscopy overuse was 18.3% (n = 73) per

chart review and 34.5% (n = 138) per the e-measure. In step

1, the e-measure identified average-risk screening colonos-

copies at an adjusted sensitivity of 97.1% and adjusted

specificity of 87.8% (unadjusted sensitivity 97.6%, unad-

justed specificity 70.4%; Table 1). The false-positive rate

was 29.6% (n = 81) and false-negative rate was 2.4%

(n = 3) for this step (Appendix B, available online).

The e-measure identified screening colonoscopy overuse

at an overall adjusted sensitivity and adjusted specificity of

48.7% and 97.4%, respectively (unadjusted sensitivity

93.2%, unadjusted specificity 78.6%; Table 1, Step 2). The

false-positive rate was 21.4% (n = 70) and false-negative

rate was 6.8% (n = 5) for step 2 (Appendix C, available

online). Among 73 cases of screening overuse identified by

manual chart review within the validation cohort, the rea-

sons for overuse were colonoscopy order within 1 year of

negative fecal immunochemical testing (FIT) (n = 26,

35.6%), within 9 years of prior colonoscopy (n = 17,

23.3%), and outside the age of screening eligibility (n = 30,

41.1%). Among the 30 cases outside screening age, 23

(31.5%) were below and 7 (9.6%) were above the age of

screening eligibility (Figure 1, Step 2).
E-Measure Estimated Prevalence of Screening
Colonoscopy Overuse Among Total Cohort
After excluding nonscreening procedures, the e-measure

identified 9685 average-risk screening colonoscopies

ordered across our health system between January 1, 2018,

and December 31, 2018, and 1204 (12.4%; 95% confidence

interval [C]I 11.8-13.1) of these colonoscopies met criteria
Table 2 Patient-Level Characteristics Among Those Who Were Ordere
the Study Period. N = 9684.

Patient Characteristics Total (N = 9684)
n (%)*

Overuse
n (%)y

Age
<40 190 (2.0%) 190 (10
40-44 91 (0.9%) 91 (100
45-49 406 (4.2%) 251 (61
50-75 8863 (91.5%) 538 (6.1
76-85 122 (1.3%) 122 (10
>85 12 (0.1%) 12 (100

Gender
Male 4812 (49.7%) 633 (13
Female 4872 (50.3%) 571 (11

Race/Ethnicity
Black 553 (5.7%) 49 (8.9%
Non-Black 9131 (94.3%) 1155 (1

*Percentages are calculated as the proportion of each subgroup within the en

yPercentages are calculated as the proportion of overuse within each subgrou

zPercentages are calculated as the proportion of high-value use within each s

xP values were obtained from x2 test comparing the overuse rates by patient
for overuse. Overuse was more common among non-Black

patients (12.6% vs 8.9%, P < .01) and males (13.2% vs

11.7%, P = .03) (Table 2). Within the 81 primary care clin-

ics, the proportion of screening colonoscopies per clinic

that met overuse criteria was highly variable (range 0%-

50.0%; Figure 2). Twenty-seven clinics (33.3%) contrib-

uted to >80% of overuse cases (Figure 2). Patient age, gen-

der, and race were not significantly different in these 27

high-utilization clinics compared with the remaining 54

clinics.
DISCUSSION
We developed an e-measure that had an overall adjusted

performance that was highly specific at identifying
d an Average-Risk Screening Colonoscopy at UCLA Health During

(n = 1204) High-Value Screening
(n = 8480) n (%)z

P Valuex

0%) 0 (0%) <.001
%) 0 (0%)
.8%) 155 (38.2%)
%) 8325 (93.9%)
0%) 0 (0%)
%) 0 (0%)

.2%) 4179 (86.9%) .034

.7%) 4301 (88.3%)

) 504 (91.1%) .008
2.6%) 7976 (87.4%)

tire average-risk screening population (column percentage).

p (row percentage).

ubgroup (row percentage).

characteristic.
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Figure 2 Distribution of screening colonoscopy overuse prevalence by primary care clinic, n = 72 clinics.
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screening colonoscopy overuse. During our validation of

the e-measure, we found that approximately one-third of

overuse colonoscopies were attributed to screening prior

to the age of eligibility and nearly two-thirds were due

to screening sooner than the recommended interval after

prior fecal immunochemical testing or colonoscopy. The

e-measure estimated that 1 in 8 colonoscopies ordered

within the health system represented overuse, and over-

use was concentrated among a small subset of primary

care practices.

Although our adjusted sensitivity was modest, it remains

a substantial improvement compared to the sensitivity

(»20%) of the e-measure previously developed at the VA

on which our algorithm was based. Although this measure

may potentially miss cases of overuse, when it does detect

cases we can be more confident in the probability that the

case truly reflects overuse, which has important implica-

tions for quality improvement efforts. Specifically, by using

a highly specific measure we are less likely to cause the

unintended consequence of misclassifying appropriate care

as medical overuse, such as discouraging medically appro-

priate care and impacting patient safety by potentially lead-

ing to delays in CRC detection.

Although the rate of screening colonoscopy overuse in

our overall population (12.4%) is lower than rates previ-

ously reported in studies, our findings highlight important

differences in utilization at the patient and clinic levels.2,13-

18 Overuse was more common in males and non-Black

patients. Furthermore, overuse was unevenly distributed

among primary care clinics. One-third of clinics contributed

to the majority of overuse cases, and these clinics also

ordered colonoscopies more frequently than other clinics

when accounting for colonoscopy utilization volume. Nota-

bly, patient demographics were similar in high-utilization

clinics compared with remaining clinics. As next steps, we

intend to assess patient-, provider- and clinic-level factors

that are associated with overuse. Interventions to encourage

appropriate screening ordering behaviors in high-utilization

clinics may significantly reduce unnecessary procedures,

minimize risk for colonoscopy complications, improve

overall quality of care in our health system, and help pro-

mote health care equity.

Although sensitivity was modest, our e-measure demon-

strated improved overall performance compared to the

study on which it was based.13 A major limitation of the e-

measure is its dependence on accurate ICD-9/10 and CPT

coding of procedures and diagnoses. The e-measure made

most errors while identifying average-risk screening colo-

noscopies in step 1, largely due to inaccurate or missing

EHR codes for nonscreening indications. For example, pro-

cedures in patients age <40 (2% of study population) that

were classified by the e-measure as overuse were often mis-

labeled due to inappropriate ICD-9/10 or CPT codes. Nota-

bly, few cases of overuse were missed in step 2, which

relied on a discrete set of definitions rather than procedural

codes for categorization. Improved provider documentation

of procedure indications or combining the e-measure with
machine learning techniques like natural language process-

ing may help improve the measure’s performance.21 In

addition, given that the e-measure focuses on screening

colonoscopies and does not assess appropriateness of sur-

veillance colonoscopies, we anticipate that there may also

be overuse among individuals who undergo surveillance

colonoscopy. Developing an automated method to deter-

mine appropriate surveillance intervals for patients at high-

risk of CRC will help assess overall colonoscopy overuse at

the health system level.

A major strength of our study is the e-measure’s high

specificity compared to existing performance measures. We

believe the improved performance is likely due to updating

the algorithm previously validated at the VA to use ICD-10

codes, which are more specific compared with ICD-9 codes.

Additionally, e-measures are valuable tools for automated,

regular quality monitoring in large health care systems, but

have not yet been optimized as a mechanism to promote

appropriate use of common medical interventions, includ-

ing screening colonoscopy. The successful development of

an e-measure for screening colonoscopy overuse in a large,

nonfederal medical center is a critical step toward develop-

ing future quality improvement efforts to increase high-

value care.
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APPENDIX A ICD-9, ICD-10, & CPT CODES USED BY THE E-MEASURE FOR EXCLUSIONS IN STEP 1
APPENDIX B PERFORMANCE OF E-MEASURE COMPARED TO CHART REVIEW FOR IDENTIFICATION OF
SCREENING PROCEDURES (STEP 1)
E
-measure
Average risk screening
 Nonscreening procedure
 Total
Manual chart review
 Average risk screening
 123
 (FN) 3
 126

Nonscreening Procedure
 (FP) 81
 193
 274

Total
 204
 196
 400
FN = false negative

FP = false positive
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APPENDIX C PERFORMANCE OF E-MEASURE COMPARED TO CHART REVIEW FOR IDENTIFICATION
SCREENING OVERUSE (STEP 2)
E-measure
Possible or Probable Overuse
 Other*
 Total
Manual chart review
 Possible or Probable Overuse
 68
 (FN) 5
 73

Other*
 (FP) 70
 257
 327

Total
 138
 262
 400
FN = false negative

FP = false positive
*Colonoscopies designated as either a nonscreening procedure in step 1 or as high-value screening in step 2.
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